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Blue phases induced by doping chiral nematic liquid crystals with nonchiral molecules

Michi Nakata,* Yoichi Takanishi, Junji Watanabe, and Hideo Takezoe
Department of Organic and Polymeric Materials, Tokyo Institute of Technology, O-okayama 2-12-1, Meguro-ku, Tokyo 152-8552

~Received 31 May 2003; revised manuscript received 28 July 2003; published 29 October 2003!

The emergence of the blue phases I and II that are thought to exist in highly chiral systems has been found
in chiral nematic liquid crystals (N* LCs! when they are doped with achiral bent-core liquid crystals~banana
mesogens!. The same effect was also observed by adding racemic 4-~1-methylheptyl oxycarbonyl!phenyl
48-octyloxybiphenyl-4-carboxylate~MHPOBC!, while achiral terephthal-bis(p-butylaniline) ~TBBA! was not
effective. The difference was attributed to the different conformations, i.e., MHPOBC is known to have a bent
shape, but not TBBA. The doping effect is more remarkable inN* LCs with higher chiral content for both
banana mesogens and MHPOBC. This unusual doping effect was attributed to selective chiral interaction
between the chiral conformers of guest molecules and chiral host molecules and/or the decrease of the surface
elastic constant on adding bent-shaped guest molecules.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The introduction of chirality to liquid crystal system
changes their physical properties and structures by brea
mirror symmetry. An example of such changes is the hel
structure found in the chiral nematic (N* ) phase. In the
achiral nematic phase, molecules have long-range orie
tional order with their average long axis along the nema
directorn, but have only short-range positional order. Then
director changes its direction by twisting along an axis p
pendicular ton and forms a helix when introduction o
chirality breaks the equivalence of the free energy betw
clockwise and counterclockwise rotation. In almost all cas
the pitch of the helix becomes shorter when the concen
tion of the chiral component increases or when the enan
meric excess of the material increases. When theN* phase
appears from the isotropic phase, infinite numbers of hel
axis directions are possible under the condition that the
lical axis must be perpendicular to a particular molecu
Normally, one of the axes is chosen and a one-dimensio
helical structure with long-range order is formed. Unde
strong chiral twisting power, the system could have two
lical axes perpendicular to the localn director, resulting in a
three-dimensional lattice called the blue phase~BP!. It is
known that there exist three BPs, BPI, BPII, and BPIII,
which the molecules organize into double twisted cylinde
building up three-dimensional structures with a lattice of d
fects @1–6#. The detailed structures of these phases h
been studied extensively using the Kossel diagram meth
optical microscope observations of the crystallite morph
ogy of single crystals of the blue phases, and electron
croscopy of freeze fractures@6–8#. Two of these phases, BP
and BPII, have cubic symmetry with three-dimensional pe
odic orientational order and no positional order of the m
ecules. In the BPIII phase, the orientational order of m
ecules is not periodic and the symmetry of this phase is
same as that of the isotropic phase@3–8#.

*Present address: Department of Physics, University of Color
Boulder, CO 80309, USA.
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Theoretically, the increase in free energy due to the e
tence of a lattice of defects should be compensated by s
interaction energy to stabilize these BPs. Several theo
have suggested factors stabilizing BPs. According to
Landau theory@2,9–11#, increasing the chiral parameter a
lows BPs to exist. On the other hand, the defect theory@12#
suggests that the free energy around defects decreases o
introduction of surface elasticity. In both cases, the heli
twisting power originating from the chirality of the mol
ecules must be strong to build up the double twist cylinde
these BPs.

Experimentally, BPs are known to appear in a narr
temperature range above theN* phase with relatively shor
helical pitches. Stegemeyeret al. studied the relation be
tween the helical pitch in theN* phase and the temperatu
range of BPs in several binary mixture systems@6# and found
that in almost all cases the temperature range of BPs
creases when the helical pitch is elongated. BPs disap
when the helical twisting power decreases on adding n
chiral components or on decreasing the optical purity of
mixtures. These results have been thought to be consis
with the theoretical consideration. Here we report surpris
experimental observations that BPs are induced by dop
N* liquid crystals ~LCs! inherently showing no BPs with
achiral or racemic molecules, although the doping sligh
elongates the helical pitch in theN* phase.

Recently, growing attention has been paid to BPs beca
of their potential application as photonic crystals@13,14#.
The present result could suggest a direction for design
molecules that exhibit stable blue phases having capab
for these applications.

II. EXPERIMENT

Mixtures of a nematic liquid crystal~NLC! ZLI-2293
~Merck! and a chiral dopant MLC6248~Merck! were pre-
pared as host materials for the following experiments. F
host mixtures with various concentrations of the chiral do
ant were prepared: 25.03%~YR25!, 23.00%~YR23!, 21.04%
~YR21!, and 18.01%~YR18!. TheN* phase of all these hos
materials melts to isotropic at 82 °C. As nonchiral guest m

o,
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terial, the rodlike nematic liquid crystal TBBA, the bent-co
liquid crystal P8PIMB@15#, and the rodlike racemic liquid
crystal MHPOBC@16# were mixed into the host materials
The chemical structures and transition temperatures of th
materials are shown in Fig. 1.

To determine the helical pitch in theN* phase, selective
reflection wavelengths (pop) from planar-aligned liquid crys-
tal cells were measured using a visible light spectrome
with a microscope~ORC TFM-120AFT!. Transition tem-
peratures and phase sequences were obtained by optica
croscope~Nikon OPTIPHOTO2! observations using a ho
stage~Mettler FP-90!.

III. RESULTS

The selective reflection wavelength (pop) of the host ma-
terials was measured in theN* phase at 25 °C and atT
2TI-N525 K, whereTI-N is the transition temperature be
tween isotropic andN* phases. The inverse ofpop, which is
proportional to the twisting power, is plotted as a function
concentration of the chiral component in Fig. 2. The d
clearly show a straight line passing through the origin, in
cating that the twisting power is proportional to the conce
tration of the chiral component. At a temperature close
TI-N , a focal-conic texture with a lattice of point disclina
tions was observed, as shown in Fig. 3, where textures
wedge cell of YR25 are shown. This figure also indicates t
no BPs emerge between the isotropic andN* phases. It was
also confirmed that all of the host materials with the chi
component lower than 26 wt % did not exhibit any BPs.

As the first nonchiral dopant, we chose an achiral liqu
crystal TBBA which exhibits theN phase withTI-N higher
than that of the host materials. Figure 4 shows the ph
diagrams of the mixtures with different weight% of TBB
molecules. The selective reflection wavelength in theN*
phase atT2TI-N525 K is also shown. The phase diagram
show that no additional phases emerge and only a shif

FIG. 1. Chemical structures and transition temperatures of n
chiral guest materials:~a! TBBA, ~b! MHPOBC, and~c! P8PIMB
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TI-N is observed, although miscibility becomes worse, or
comes lower in YR23 with higher weight% of TBBA. Th
measurable range of the selective reflection wavelength
shorter than 800 nm, which makes the measurements
sible only for YR23 and YR21. Nevertheless, it is clear
Fig. 4 that the helical pitch in theN* phase is elongated b
adding TBBA. Thus, all the results of doping experiments
the TBBA/YR systems mentioned above are just as
pected.

The second dopant we chose is an achiral bent-core liq
crystal P8PIMB. The phase diagrams and pitch change
the P8PIMB/YR~23,21,18! systems are shown in Fig. 5
Quite surprisingly, a BP emerges in all the mixtures wh
P8PIMB molecules are added. In YR23, 2 wt % of P8PIM

n-

FIG. 2. The inverse of the selective reflection wavelength
host materials with different concentration’s of chiral dopant m
sured at 25 °C andT2TI-N525 K.

FIG. 3. ~Color online! Photomicrographs of Grandjan textur
and focal-conic texture of pure host material YR25.~a! Grandjan
texture in a wedge cell at 75 °C,~b! nucleation of focal-conic do-
mains at 80 °C,~c! focal-conic texture~also called polygonal tex-
ture! at 80.5 °C, and~d! transition fromN* to isotropic phase at
81 °C.
0-2
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BLUE PHASES INDUCED BY DOPING CHIRAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 041710 ~2003!
was enough to induce a BP, although doping much abov
wt % was not possible, because of the low miscibility
P8PIMB and YR23. A small increase~YR21! or even a de-
crease~YR18! of the transition temperature between isotr
pic phase and BP was observed, indicating low miscibility
the host and dopant. In YR21, the BP emerges in a w
range of P8PIMB content, at least from 5 to 20 wt %. In t
mixture of lower concentration of P8PIMB, only one B
~assignable to BPII by texture observation! was induced. In
the mixture of higher concentration of P8PIMB, at least tw
BPs, i.e., BPI and BPII, were confirmed. In YR18, the BP
also induced by adding P8PIMB at more than 10 wt %.

The selective reflection wavelength atT2TI-N525 K or
at T2TBP-N525 K increases but the rate of increase is le
pronounced compared with the TBBA/YR system. In t
mixtures with the host YR18, the helical pitch in theN*
phase was longer than 850 nm.

FIG. 4. Phase diagram and selective reflection wavelength
mixtures with TBBA: ~a! TBBA/YR23, ~b! TBBA/YR21, and~c!
TBBA/YR18
04171
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The identification of BPs was made by texture obser
tions as shown in Fig. 6, where the textures of 15 wt
P8PIMB/YR21 are shown. The texture under a temperat
gradient~left around 77 °C and right around 83 °C) shown
Fig. 6~a! clearly reveals the existence of BPII and BPI b
tween the isotropic andN* phases. The textures of BPII an
BPI are respectively shown in Figs. 6~b! and 6~c!. A platelet
texture with various colors was observed in the BPII pha
@Fig. 6~b!# and fine stripes appeared in the plate after
transition to BPI@6# @Fig. 6~c!#. The temperature range of th
BPs was over 4 K in the 15%P8PIMB/YR21 mixture.

The third dopant we chose was racemic MHPOBC. It
also surprising that BPs were induced by adding a race
liquid crystal material MHPOBC to the host materials,
shown in Fig. 7. As in the phase diagrams in P8PIMB/Y
mixtures, a BP is easily induced in the mixture with hig
chiral content; YR23 exhibits a BP at least at 4 wt %

of FIG. 5. Phase diagram and selective reflection wavelength
mixtures with P8PIMB;~a! P8PIMB/YR23, ~b! P8PIMB/YR21,
and ~c! P8PIMB/YR18.
0-3
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MHPOBC, 10 wt % in YR21, and more than 10 wt %
YR18. The BP temperature range becomes wider with
creasing dopant ratio. It is also noted thatTI-BP or TI-N in-
creases when the concentration of racemic MHPOBC
creases, indicating that the racemic MHPOBC has be
miscibility with the host than does P8PIMB. The helic
pitch in theN* phase atT2TI-N525 K or at T2TBP-N5
25 K was elongated, as shown in Fig. 7. In the mixtur
with the host YR18, the helical pitch in theN* phase was
longer than 850 nm. Photomicrographs of BPs are show
Fig. 8. The texture under a temperature gradient shown
Fig. 8~a! clearly shows the existence of at least two BPs, B
and BPII. The respective textures are shown in Figs. 8~c! and
8~b!.

IV. DISCUSSION

It is known that BPs appear above theN* phase with
relatively short helical pitch (,;500 nm), and disappea
when the helical twisting power is decreased by adding n
chiral components or decreasing the optical purity of
mixture. We found, however, that BPs are induced by add
nonchiral mesogens toN* liquid crystals that do not exhibi
any BPs. The key to interpreting the phenomenon is t
bent-core achiral P8PIMB and racemic MHPOBC are eff
tive in showing the phenomenon, but not achiral TBB
These dopants can be classified from the two viewpoint
molecular chirality and molecular shape.

It is important to note that the bent-core achiral m
ecules, i.e., the so called banana mesogens; are know
take chiral conformations@17–19# and to be segregated int
two chiral domains@20–22#. In this sense, we could say th
achiral bent-core mesogens are inherently racemic with e

FIG. 6. ~Color online! Photomicrographs of the BPII and BP
phases in the mixture of 15 wt % P8PIMB/YR21.~a! Texture under
a temperature gradient covering the transition betweenN* and the
blue phases. Left side~around 77 °C) of the cell is cooler than righ
side~around 83 °C).~b! BPII phase~at 81 °C) obtained by cooling
from isotropic and~c! BPI phase~at 79 °C) obtained by cooling
from ~b!.
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numbers ofR and S molecules. The MHPOBC used in th
present experiments is also racemic. This point is definit
different from TBBA, which is an achiral molecule and ha
no chiral conformers.

We should also note the difference of the shape. P8PI
molecules are clearly of bent shape because of the chem
structure of the molecule. Chiral MHPOBC, the first antife
roelectric LC @15,16#, has been extensively studied fro
many viewpoints. Related to the origin of the appearance
the anticlinic molecular orientation in adjacent smectic la
ers, stable molecular conformations were examined. Sev
experiments such as Fourier transform IR@23# and NMR
@24# spectroscopy suggested that the chiral end is gre
bent with respect to the core direction of MHPOBC, and
MOPAC calculation@25,26# also supports the stable be
conformation. Hence, not only P8PIMB but also racem
MHPOBC might have bent shapes, while TBBA is a straig
~rodlike! molecule.

FIG. 7. Phase diagram and selective reflection wavelength
mixtures with racemic MHPOBC:~a! MHPOBC/YR23, ~b!
MHPOBC/YR21, and~c! MHPOBC/YR18.
0-4
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Then is it the chirality, the shape, or both, that plays a r
in the present surprising phenomenon, induced BPs by a
ing nonchiral mesogens? Before the detailed discussion
have to point out an interesting doping effect of bent-c
mesogens, namely, the enhancement of twisting po
~shortening of helical pitch! by doping a chiral host with
achiral bent-core mesogens. The effect was observed in
N* @27# and chiral smectic phases (SmC* and SmCA* ) @28#.
In the former case, cholesteryl 4-formylbenzoate was use
a hostN* material. The doping of bent-core mesogens
duced shortening of their helical pitch, although TBB
lengthened the pitch@27#. A qualitative explanation of this
enhanced chirality is that one of the chiral conformations
preferentially realized in chiral systems and acts as ch
dopant. In the latter case, shortening of helical pitch
SmC* and SmCA* was also observed on adding achiral be
core mesogens@28#. There is a theoretical treatment to e
plain the phenomenon; the essence of the interpretatio
chirality transfer between host and bent-core mesogen,
same as in theN* system. Achiral bent-shaped molecul
become structurally chiral due to the interactions with
chiral host, which induces tilt and polar order of bent-co
molecules. The induced chirality is then transferred back
the host. In this theoretical interpretation, the importance
the bent shape is included in addition to the chiral conform
tion.

In the present experiments, slight elongation of the hel
pitch was observed even when the banana mesogen was
sen as a nonchiral dopant in contradiction to the previ
results mentioned above. We tested another pure chiral
material, cholesteryl decanoate, having a similar chem
structure to that used in@27#. By mixing bent-shaped mol
ecules P8PIMB, the helical pitch was slightly shortened,

FIG. 8. ~Color online! Photomicrographs of the BPII and BP
phases in the mixture of 15 wt % MHPOBC/YR21.~a! Texture
under a temperature gradient covering the transition betweenN*
and the blue phases. Left side~around 82 °C) of the cell is coole
than right side~around 88 °C).~b! BPII phase~at 86 °C) obtained
by cooling from isotropic and~c! BPI phase~at 84 °C) obtained by
cooling from ~b!.
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in the case reported in Ref.@27# but BPs were not induced in
this system even though the selective reflection wavelen
was shorter than 400 nm. The following three explanatio
are possible to account for the opposite pitch changes in
present and previous works.~1! The use of different hos
molecules. The host materials used in the previous w
@27,28# are purely chiral systems, while those in the pres
study are mixtures with chiral dopants. This brings abo
fewer chiral interactions between the host and bent-sha
molecules because the number of chiral molecules in
system is small.~2! Different ability of chiral transfer. It is
known that racemic domains and/or equal fractions of ch
domains are usually formed in achiral banana phases@29#,
and chiral dopants sometimes can produce an imbalanc
chirality @21,30#, i.e., chiral transfer from guest to host. W
found that chiral analogs of PnOPIMB, chiral MHPOBC
cholesteryl 4-formylbenzoate, and cholesteryl decano
have a strong ability for chiral transfer, while MLC6248 do
not, when achiral PnPIMB is doped with these chiral do
ants.~3! Different miscibility between chiral molecules an
bent-shaped molecules. The cholesteryl derivatives sho
better miscibility with bent-shaped molecules th
MLC6248. This could be explained by the chemical stru
ture; namely, the chiral material MLC6248 used in our e
periments has two phenyl rings and a cyclohexane ring c
nected to each other in a straight line in its mesogenic p
while cholesteryl derivatives could form a slightly bent co
formation because of the chemical structure of their m
sogenic core. The differences in the three above points br
about less chiral interaction between MLC6248~chiral dop-
ant! and the chiral conformers of the present nonchiral d
ants, resulting in weaker chiral enhancement. From these
sults, we conclude the following points.~1! The ability of
chiral transfer would be high between a host and a gu
material with high miscibility. ~2! A host chiral material
showing better miscibility with an achiral dopant could ha
better ability to transfer chirality, but no blue phase was
duced. On the other hand, a host showing lower miscibi
with a nonchiral dopant could have lower ability to transf
chirality but blue phases were induced. Thus, it is clear t
the ‘‘chirality’’ of the nonchiral dopant which is transferre
from the chiral host has little influence in inducing blu
phases, and some factors other than the transferred chir
play a role in inducing the blue phases. However, the eff
of the bent core might show up even in the present result
clearly seen by the weaker pitch changes with increa
P8PIMB content.

Let us consider the origin of induced BPs from the chir
ity viewpoint; namely we consider the hypothesis as a stro
prerequisite that BPs emerge only in highly chiral system
As mentioned above, P8PIMB and MHPOBC might ha
chiral conformations, although the ratio of plus and min
chirality is 50/50. Hence these dopant molecules decrease
chirality of the system as a whole. However, if the sam
conformer as the host interacts with the host more stron
than does the opposite conformer, the chiral parameter
governs the emergence of BPs in the Landau theory m
effectively increase by elongation of the coherence leng
which compensates the increase of the helical pitch. In
0-5
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case of TBBA, no chiral conformation exists, so that no
fect results.

Another viewpoint that we should examine is the shape
the molecules. Doped molecules could be segregated f
the host and could make defect cores stable. Also, decr
of the bend-elastic constant in a NLC system on adding b
core molecules was reported by Dodgeet al. @31# Thus, it is
necessary to consider a reduction in the free energy cos
defects and double twist cylinders for stabilizing BPs.
described in the defect theory, surface elastic constants
not canceled out around the double twist cylinders in B
while they should be equal to zero in bulk systems. Ther
a possibility that doped molecules make the surface ela
constantK24 lower or stabilize defect cores because of th
bent molecular shape in P8PIMB and MHPOBC, while
straight molecule, TBBA, does not induce any BPs.

V. CONCLUSION

It was found that cholesteric BPs are induced by dop
N* LCs having no BPs with nonchiral molecules that ha
F
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inherently chiral conformers and bent shape. In order to
terpret the phenomenon, the chirality and shape of the do
molecules were examined. Both the bent-core meso
P8PIMB and racemic MHPOBC have chiral conformatio
and a bent shape, in contrast to straight-shaped ac
TBBA. Therefore, both or either of them must play a role
inducing BPs inN* LCs; namely, chiral molecular interac
tion among molecules with the same chirality in host a
dopant and/or the decrease of theK24 surface elastic constan
by adding bent-shaped molecules may play a major role
the present surprising phenomenon.
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